Adding Integers
“Dot” Game

A Game for 2 Players
Adding Integers “Dot” Game

Rules: Player take turns connecting any two dots with a line. If a player’s line closes a box, he or she shades in the box, adds the integer in the box to his or her score, and takes another turn. The same player keeps going until his or her line does not close a box. In the end, the player with the highest total score wins. Note: Each player must take their turn (no passing), and each player must add the integer in every box he or she closes to his or her score. Keep playing until all the boxes are shaded in. Some lines have already been drawn in for you.

Player 1 Score Record: ____________________
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
= ________

Player 2 Score Record:
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___+ ___
= ________